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Abstract

This Paper is Standardization Perspective of the problem definition of Carbon Emission Estimation and Reduction exercise in Indian Telecom Networks. It includes the relevant interpretation of the TRAI recommendations, current practices of estimating Carbon emission and the associated issues. It brings out the techno-managerial perspective to estimate carbon emission in Indian Telecom network, description of with the currently adopted methods and their implications. It also suggests how the entire telecom sector may be geared up to identify all potential areas for energy efficiency optimization in every part of the telecom network such that all parts of the telecom networks are addressed to achieve significant reduction in Carbon Emission. Some key aspects related to necessary framework for accurate estimation, setting realistic national targets for carbon emission reduction, automatic online gathering of carbon emission parameters from Infrastructure provider (IP) and telecom equipment based on IoT Framework have been presented for suitable consideration for related policy formulation. The paper summarizes the need for Standardization and policy formulations actions to achieve good progress in making telecom network infrastructure sustainable.
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1 Introduction

India, as a globally responsible nation, has accorded high importance and committed to reduce carbon emission from its various sources by a definite percentage in a time-bound manner. The percentage contribution of the Telecom Network with respect to other carbon emitting sectors is insignificant currently, but considering the expected growth in the telecom networks especially in rural area with poor grid power situation and with the increased data services, its potential for a significant rise is very high. The national leadership (regulatory and telecom service providers) is determined to achieve lowest level of carbon emission by leveraging all opportunities ie, developing new and adopting energy efficient (green) telecom technology in Indian Network, optimizing all operational aspects leading to a minimum energy consumption and by adopting Green Energy sources to run the telecom infrastructure. Timely initiative of Indian Telecom Regulatory Authority (TRAI) of releasing its “Recommendations on Green Telecom” in consolidating entire telecom sector stakeholders opinion and providing clear direction for achieving green telecom objectives and later transforming them into mandatory operational requirements to Telecom Service Providers (TSP) is a strong step in the direction.

Currently, a very large proportion of the total telecom networks carbon is emitted by Diesel operated Generators to feed power to mobile network Base Station Sites. Passive infrastructure of these base station sites that includes power, tower physical space and security/operating personals of the telecom networks is being managed by non-Telecom Service Providers (TSP) business entities called Infrastructure Providers (IP). IP offers these services on shared basis for many TSPs as the tenants of their facility.

According to the prevailing Green Telecom Regulations, TSPs have started working out total Carbon Emission Estimates (CEE) of their respective Telecom Network, started submitting to DoT and TRAI on half yearly basis where this data is expected to be analyzed for to accuracy verification and to assess the expected mandatory reduction in CEE on year by year basis.

TSPs are dependent on Infrastructure Providers (IP) for providing major accurate data required for calculating the carbon emission for their base-station sites. The data being providing by Infrastructure Provider (IP) is normally questioned for its accuracy. The problem is further aggravated when the
CE is calculated based on the formula recommended by TRAI that accounts Carbon emission based upon the Maximum power generating capacity of the Diesel Power Generator used to power large number of Basestation sites, not on the basis of the power consumption of the Telecom Equipment (BTS with is associated cooling system). Both the factors collectively contribute to a significantly higher estimate of carbon Emission than actual. The extent of error is estimated to be of the order of the reduction targets set for achieving during the next few years. The current situation where Diesel Power Generators are considered to be dirty source of energy for meeting the power consumption requirements to the Mobile Radio Basestation is accorded the highest importance. The entire focus of the entire Telecom Sector in India is only towards replacing Diesel Power Generation sites by Renewable Energy Technology (RET). All the techno-commercial feasibility issues related to Diesel Generator substitution with RETs are being treated as if it is the only cause for poor carbon emission state of Indian Telecom. This perception has created insensitivity towards achieving Energy Efficiency in other parts of the segments of the Telecom Networks. Adequate timely attention to achieve energy efficiency in the telecom network with evolution of necessary Standards for measurements and metrics of energy efficiency, development of energy efficient technology building blocks, telecom products and the operating methods must be treated with equal importance.

Additionally, there is an urgent need in the country for necessary framework of the consolidated data used for estimation of Carbon Emission from all the TSPs as national Telecom Carbon Emission Platform. The platform is to be utilized by the Government and the Industry to draw useful intelligence as required to formulate a realistic national plan for Carbon Emission Estimation & Reduction (CEER) and also provide the firm direction to Telecom Service Providers, Telecom Equipment manufacturers and the Telecom Technology innovators for achieving national goals of higher energy efficiency in Indian Telecom and realize a sustainable telecom infrastructure in India. The same can be achieved by evolving and adopting a holistic approach at a national level so that all the parts of the telecom networks be subjected to separate energy efficiency review and optimization by adopting currently available energy efficient Telecom Equipments, by motivating and supporting development of innovative energy efficiency technology of Telecom equipment, optimizing operating methods for achieving energy efficiency in telecom operation and also by converting polluting to greener energy sources.

This paper discusses current methods, associated issues and proposes some perspective that would be necessary for evolving necessary holistic plan for
Carbon Emission Estimation and Reduction for India’s Telecom services. This approach will set a technically sound ground for setting up reasonable expectations and deterministic approach of achieving the set national targets for telecom carbon emission. Detailed and holistic approach as proposed in the paper helps in identifying all potential problematic areas to draw equal attention from Government and Industry for its resolution. The expected outcome include the identification of all areas of energy consumption sub-optimality, definition of required policy/methods for addressing them leading to achieve set objectives and to establish India’s global leadership in the field of telecom network carbon emission reduction.

2 Parts of Telecom Networks and Their Respective Carbon Emission Estimates

Referring TRAI Recommendation [1], one of the possible classifications of entire Telecom Networks into various network segments has been presented in the following table (Table 1):

The average percentage proportion of the power consumption and hence estimated carbon emission from these network segments have been presented in Figure 1 above. Closer view of the Figure 1 suggests that the major most portion of the carbon emission is contributed by the Mobile network. The base stations alone contribute to 59% of the total carbon emission of the entire mobile network. Remaining 41% carbon emission of the entire mobile network is being contributed by rest of the network. The carbon emission estimates of various segments of the telecom network sets the priority for addressing carbon emission problem.

3 Problem Defintion of Carbon Emission Estimation (CEE)

The carbon emissions estimation depends on two factors i.e. the power consumption of the telecom equipment (along with its mandatory cooling system requirements) and the carbon emission factor associated with the power source being used for powering the telecom equipment.

The first part of the problem is the right measurement of the power consumption of any telecom equipment deployed in the live network that varies significantly over the time cycle of 24 hours. There must be an appropriate method to measure accurate power consumption that is required for the
Table 1  Telecom network classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Network Segment</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Access Network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>Landline (C_L)</td>
<td>Carbon Footprint of Landline Access Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i.</td>
<td>Exchanges-Local, Tandem, TAX (C_Le)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii.</td>
<td>Copper Distribution Network (C_Lc)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii.</td>
<td>Telephones (C_Lt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>Mobile Access network (C_M)</td>
<td>C_M=C_MS+C_BTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i.</td>
<td>Main switching Centers (C_MS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Media GW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SGSN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GGSN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BSC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii.</td>
<td>Base Station Controller Centers (C_BSC)</td>
<td>BSC is include in Main Switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii.</td>
<td>Base Transceiver Station (C_BTS)</td>
<td>This is entire BTS Site power requirement including BTS Equipment, BTS Side Transmission equipment and Cooling System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv.</td>
<td>Mobile Phones (C_BS)</td>
<td>Not estimated currently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>Fixed Broadband (C_FB)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>Fibre (FTTx) (C_F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Table 1 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Network Segment</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Core Network (C&lt;sub&gt;C&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>Applicable for all Unified Access Service licensee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IP-Cores</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edge / Core Routers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NGN Nodes/ IMS Nodes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soft-switches</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data-Centers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HLR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCP (IN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMSC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OSS/BSS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All other centralized sub systems / peripherals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Aggregate or Backhaul (C&lt;sub&gt;A&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>Transmission equipment at Main Switching equipment side. BTS side of Transmission Equipment is included in C&lt;sub&gt;BTS&lt;/sub&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Transmission Network (C&lt;sub&gt;TX&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>This include the entire Carbon footprint of Base station where IP provides passive infrastructure. BTS sites managed by TSP is included in C&lt;sub&gt;BTS&lt;/sub&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Infrastructure Provider (C&lt;sub&gt;IP&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Carbon Footprint (C<sub>T</sub>) = C<sub>L</sub> + C<sub>M</sub> + C<sub>FB</sub> + C<sub>FT</sub> + C<sub>C</sub> + C<sub>A</sub> + C<sub>TX</sub> + C<sub>IP</sub>
estimation of Carbon Emission. This problem will be dealt in more details in later section.

The second part of the problem i.e. the carbon emission association with the power sources used to power the telecom equipment power need. This factor is particularly prevailing in the developing world where the Grid power is not sufficient to run the telecom infrastructure. Availability and the quality of Grid power in various parts of the country varies significantly. Particularly in the rural areas, where grid power availability is extremely poor, the telecom services majorly depends upon the power generated by burning Diesel as fuel in large number of power generators deployed across the country.

In general, any Telecom Equipment’s power consumption requirement $P$ can be considered as being met by various power sources i.e. Grid, Diesel or any Renewable Energy Technology (RET) like Solar. For each type of power source there is an associated Carbon Emission Factor i.e. $CF_g$ for Grid Power, $CF_d$ for Diesel and $CF_r$ for Renewable Energy Source. The problem definition is presented in Figure 2.

If the power consumption need of the telecom equipment is met for $T_g$ Duration from Grid, $T_d$ from Diesel and $T_r$ from Renewable Power Source
during a day cycle (24Hrs), the carbon emission of the telecom equipment during that day can be viewed as:

\[ \text{Carbon Emission } CE = P \times CF_g \times T_g + P \times CF_d \times T_d + P \times CF_r \times T_r \]

Considering the significant variation in different Carbon Emission Factor (CF) and Duration (T) for a given telecom equipment, the above formula motivates one to:

i. Reduce the power consumption of the telecom equipment itself, and
ii. Reduce the duration of the power source which has high Carbon emission Factor (CF).

First part of the problem is to reduce the Power consumption of the telecom equipment is the mandate to Technology Researchers and for the innovators in Telecom technology and Equipment design. The size alone of the total telecom infrastructure requirement in India necessitates high focus to be accorded by policy makers and the telecom technology/product developer and innovators.

Second part of the problem is to reduce the duration of the Carbon-Expensive power source (like Diesel burning) or eliminate it altogether wherever technologically and economically feasible.
Both the problems need different sets of policies, investments, and expertise to solve. Therefore, both the problems need timely, separate and adequate attention from the concerned people or authorities, so that the carbon emission problem can be rightly understood and addressed completely. Attempt to resolve just one of the problems, as it appears to be the current case in India, will lead to achieve limited results. This paper suggests necessary timely action for the first part of the problem.

4 Dynamic Power Consumption Based Accurate Estimation of Carbon Emission

Another aspect for considerations is the true nature of the power consumption for any telecom equipment. Considering the 24 hours usage profile of any telecom equipment, the power consumption is never static. It changes significantly depending upon the traffic that the telecom equipment handles at any point of time. The traffic experienced by the telecom equipment varies with the time of the day based on various traffic generating characteristics. It is important to note that the average dynamic power consumption of any telecom equipment is significantly lower than the static maximum power consumption. The Carbon Emission Estimates as currently done based on the maximum power consumption of the telecom equipment, are much higher than the actual estimates. This error in carbon-footprint estimates, alone, may come out to be more than the carbon emission reduction targets that has been set to be achieved during the next five years. Therefore, it is necessary to establish the total CEE baseline (as decided to be 2011 year) for any TSP accurately and should be based on dynamic power consumption.

The important fact of estimating carbon emission based on dynamic power consumption was well recognized by Telecom Standards Development Organizations like ETSI[4][5], ATIS[6], ITU-T & GISF[2][3]. All graduated by evolving their energy consumption measurement methods based on the Dynamic Power consumption. The external organizations ETSI, for example, evolved a high level framework for developing the energy efficient measurement standards based on dynamic power consumption for the Mobile Networks based on 3G & LTE wireless technologies. They did not find it relevant to do the same for the GSM network considering the limited life of the GSM network in Europe. However considering the high relevance in India, GISFI decided and achieved progressed to develop the same for GSM network.
The Energy Efficiency Standards as developed by the Global Standards development organization are high level frameworks with necessary guideline to be adopted. This necessitates the detailed exercise to be carried out by the Telecom Service Providers themselves to evolve necessary parameters based on the experienced traffic in their respective networks. Additionally, the traffic models that are considered in developing such frameworks by global standards development organization significantly varies from the one experienced in India and particularly the mobile networks deployed in Rural India. *India’s high population density and the demography and the extent of the available telecom service in Rural areas have created absolutely new traffic models that need to be studied by the local organizations and the existing gaps in the current global standards must be filled.* GISFI is making good progress in its chosen mandate of such study and developing required national standards. Telecom Engineering Center (TEC) of Government of India, in its currently ongoing “Green Passport” definition exercise has established such India Specific needs that must be filled by Indian initiative.

This exercise will include any active traffic analysis to define the relevant (say k different types) Traffic classes (TC), prevalent duration (T_k) of each traffic class and the measurement of dynamic power consumption P_k for each traffic class for all the network elements deployed in the telecom network. The concepts is summarized in Figure 3.

In this scenario, the total power consumption of the telecom equipment during the day (24 hrs) can be calculated as:

\[ P_{\text{dynamic}} = \sum P_k \times T_k \]

for all k traffic Classes

---

Figure 3 Carbon emission based on dynamic power consumption.
And therefore Carbon Emission for the telecom equipment can be calculated as:

\[ CE_{\text{dynamic}} = \Sigma P_k \times (\Sigma CF_j \times T_j) \]

for all ‘j’ types of different power source with their different applicable Power Emission Factor.

5 Benefits of Dynamic Power Consumption Based CEE

Implementation of dynamic power consumption based Carbon Emission Estimation methods has potential to lead to following significant advantages:

i. CEE is accurate and significantly less than the current estimates. This will improve Indian telecom benchmark of carbon emission on per subscriber basis in comparison of international figures.

ii. The traffic analysis as required to carry out this dynamic power consumption assessment, will lead to identify various existing potential cases of sub-optimal energy utilization.

iii. Identification of prevailed such cases of sub-optimal energy efficiency will motivate Telecom Service provider’s operation experts to align telecom equipment design experts to evolve necessary design refinements to eliminate the sub-optimality. This will lead to a significant potential CEE reduction and hence significant power saving i.e. the OPEX reduction.

6 Current Methods for CEE and the Associated Issues

As discussed in the earlier sections (3), the carbon emission of a telecom equipment which power consumption needs are met by multiple power sources with its associated carbon emission factor and the duration of each power sources as application is best represented as:

\[ \text{Carbon Emission } CE = P \times CF_g \times T_g + P \times CF_d \times T_d + P \times CF_r \times T_r \]

One this generic situation is reduced to a case when the power needs are met by two sources i.e. Grid and Diesel, the above formula should get reduced as:

\[ \text{Carbon Emission } CE = P \times CF_g \times T_g + P \times CF_d \times T_d \]

According to the TRAI recommendations, the above formula is applicable even for the cases when the power needs are met by power source based on
Renewable Energy Technology (RET), because the carbon emission factor due to RET based power sources are considered as Zero and these power sources are considered as perfect Green Energy Sources. Additionally, TRAI has not considered the carbon emission for the duration when the Telecom equipment is run from battery and the battery is charged by Non-Green Power.

Significant concerns is raised by the Industry on the formula that has been recommended by TRAI for calculating Carbon Emission when the Telecom Equipment power requirement is met by Grid as well as alternate power source based on Diesel Generator. TRAI’s recommended formula can be viewed as:

\[
\text{Carbon Emission CE (TRAI)} = P \times CF_g \times T_g + \text{DG Capacity} \times CF_d \times T_d
\]

According to the above formula, there are two parts of the carbon emission. The first part is when the Telecom Equipment power requirement is met by the grid power and the part of the carbon emission depends on the power consumption requirement of the telecom equipment. It is to be noted that the power consumption requirement includes the Telecom equipment power consumption as well as the power required for the equipment mandated cooling system. The second part corresponds to the duration when the Telecom equipment power needs are met by Diesel Generator (DG). In this part, the power consumption requirement of the Telecom Equipment becomes immaterial and is substituted by the Power Generation capacity of the DG. The Power Generating Capacity of the DG is always higher that the power requirement of the telecom equipment. The simple reasons for putting up higher capacity DG are two. The power requirement of the telecom equipment may increase gradually in coming years due to higher demand of the traffic and there is an efficiency loss of the DG, due to aging or operational issues.

When TRAI expects TSP to calculate the Carbon Emission as per their recommended formula, one should notice that the power consumption requirement of the telecom equipment has become absolutely immaterial. This phenomenon when clubbed with large number of rural sites where Diesel consumption is high, becomes so prominent that the energy efficiency aspect of the telecom networks practically vanishes.

The DG capacity deployed in the field is not just slightly higher to cater to the factor mentioned above, but it is practically much higher. Typical DG capacity for non-shared site is 15KVA and for shared site, it is minimum 25KVA, while the power consumption requirement is typically 3KVA for non shared, 10KVA for shared sites. This is one major cause for escalated estimation of Carbon Emission in Indian Telecom Service provisioning. Situation is
described in Figure 4 above. **The access power generator at the Basestation sites by the Infrastructure providers (IP) is the increased revenue to the IP, increased (wasteful) operating expense to TSPs which are being billed for the access power and unreasonably high carbon emission from Indian telecom networks degrading environment.** TSPs are sufferer of the increasing power expense and unfortunately have no control to reduce it.

The problem becomes more critical when the typical duration for active DG operation become as high as 20 Hrs (out of total 24 Hrs in a day) in remote rural areas.

**The accumulated effect of these two factors has contributed to the TRAI’s alarming calculation of 21kg of carbon emission per subscriber in India against the international figure of 8kg/per subscriber.**

With these factors, the entire Carbon Emission Estimation and Reduction (CEER) exercise in India is reduced to the single agenda of converting Diesel power source to Renewable Energy Technology based power sources. This exercise requires huge investments and TSP are finding it extremely difficult to justify the investment if it is to be executed from their internal accruals. **More Governmental support is demanded, if the TSPs are expected to meet the current Green telecom mandatory regulations.** The extent of the DG-RET power source conversion problem, especially with current deployment of **energy inefficient mobile network base-station** telecom equipment is assessed so huge that there is no practical solution visible in near future.

The problem will take different shape and size and possibly get changed from the currently ‘unviable’ to ‘viable’ category, if the DG-RET power source
conversion problem is judiciously clubbed with adoption of higher energy efficient base-station equipment with suitable deployment architectures, wherever possible. This will reduce the solar panels requirement for powering the energy efficient base-station sites with a great factor.

Telecom industry often demands TRAI to atleast change TRAI formula to TERI formula where the DG capacity is replaced by the actual Diesel consumption. *TERI formula also does not address the key limitation of TRAI formula and is equally sub-optimal;* however it shows 8-10% less carbon emission estimation.

### 7 Concept Proposal for Treating IP’S Access Power Generation

TRAI’s view of accounting entire carbon emission due to Diesel generator at the Basestation site sounds logical. The logic is based on the fact that the sole purpose to run the diesel generator at Basestation site is only to provide power to the BTS equipment. Otherwise, there was no other reason for running the DG at Basestation site location leading to any carbon emission.

However, it is meaningful to have comprehensive view of Carbon Emission Estimation problem definition. It calls for consideration of Infrastructure Provider (IP) as a business entity that can play increased role, accountability and increased business opportunity in the overall exercise of Carbon Emission Estimation and Reduction for TSPs. The IP can be visualized a responsible business entity that provide Power from multiple power sources like Grid, Diesel or RET (Solar) and meeting the need of the multiple TSPs as per the actual need of the Telecom Equipment.

In the process, IP happens to generate some access power that has a potential to be utilized for non-telecom purposes. Irrespective of the proper utilization of the access non-telecom power, it is meaningful to account this access power as non-telecom power generated by IP. Therefore total carbon emission of an IP site (shared among TSPs) can be accounted as two factors, one that is due to TSP actual power consumption requirement and another due to access non-telecom power. The same concept has been summarized in Figure 5.

Carbon Emission of an IP (Infrastructure Provider) as defined in TRAI recommendation may suitably be changed as

\[
CE_{IP} = CE_{NON-TELECOM} + \sum CE(TSP_i) \text{ for all sharing TSPs}
\]
Carbon Emission for all sharing TSP must be based on the actual power consumption ratio. Till the time the access power at IP remain unutilized, the same Carbon Emission for the non-telecom could also be distributed to TSP in the ratio of their power loads, but should remain separately accounted.

Similarly the total carbon emission for any TSP should include a separate entity as \( \text{CE}_{\text{NON-TELECOM}} \) that lead the currently specified TRAI formula for total Carbon Emission calculation for Telecom Service Provider as:

\[
C_T = C_L + C_M + C_{FB} + C_{FT} + C_C + C_A + C_{TX} + C_{IP}
\]

should be suitable changed as:

\[
C_T = C_L + C_M + C_{FB} + C_{FT} + C_C + C_A + C_{TX} + C_{IP-NonTelecom} + C_{IP-TSP}
\]

Magnitude of National consolidation of \( C_{IP-NonTelecom} \) will decide what importance must be accorded by the country and how the progress on this access power utilization will be tracked.

8 Decomposed Problem Sets the Specific Focus and Clear Responsibility for Carbon Emission Reduction

This approach of decomposing the Carbon Emission problem with such holistic details creates opportunity to identify various aspects of the problems and sets the separate specific focus to address them. These specific aspects are...
related to the all the parts of the networks that forces to evolve and adopt all possible methods and procedure to reduce power consumption. It creates defined need for innovation in energy efficiency for future and of current telecom equipments. This will also fixed targets to utilize non-telecom power for alternate purposes and accounting the associated carbon emission as out of TSP budget. This will make RESCO model practical and in demand. The concerned policy making and business related actions would achieve speed. The Carbon emission breakup and the separate responsibility to address the problem is summarized in Figure 6.

By doing so, it also sets the clear responsibility of TSP to motivate development and adoption of innovations carried out in energy efficiency and associated methods to reduce the power consumption and hence the saving on OPEX.

A meaningful comprehensive frame work for the Carbon Emission Estimation and Reduction will prove helpful to evolve necessary policy changes to streamline the sector and help achieving the set target of carbon emission reduction.

With such approach and details of operation and understanding, it would be beneficial to set the Carbon emission reduction targets for each segment of the network that constitute the total carbon emission of a TSP as per the TRAI classification (section 2) and the recommended formula mentioned in previous sections as:

\[ C_T = C_L + C_M + C_{FB} + C_{FT} + C_C + C_A + C_{TX} + C_{IP-NonTelecom} + C_{IP-TSP} \]
9 IOT Based System for Automatic Collection of Carbon Emission Parameters

The systems for automatic gathering the parameters required for estimating carbon emission would also be required to achieve the full objective of such a comprehensive solution for carbon emission estimation and reduction for establishing global leadership in this field. One of significant standardization delivery from GISFI’s Technical Working Group on “Internet of Things (IoT)” as Application domain independent Generic Framework of IoT Based solutions is very appropriate candidate to be adopted for developing such system for Telecom Carbon Emission in India.

10 Conclusion

India has made a very good beginning towards achieving the Green Telecom objectives. Current regulatory definitions need refinements in terms of estimating the accurate Carbon emission from Telecom Network Equipments and setting up the reasonable and realistic targets of reduction in carbon emission.

The green telecom goal setting and the obligatory compliance will require necessary policy reforms that must be based on the sound study outcome carried out by Indian standardization organization with active participation from Telecom Service Providers, Telecom equipment providers, Technology Research & Development Organization and Government.

Some of the key Standardization and Policy formulation objectives are:

Evolution and adoption of the accurate carbon emission measurement estimation suitable for Indian telecom network.

Setup a national framework of information that contains the entire information related to carbon emission estimation from all the telecom service providers and Infrastructure providers. The common framework must be utilized for consolidating nationwide carbon emission estimates and study the necessary trend. This framework must relieve TSP to provide large reports as prescribed today. Regulator should also be able to draw necessary interpretation with regard to the verification of carbon emission data, estimation reports to check regulatory compliances and setting up the realistic and reasonable future goals.

Establishing a system for automatic information collection from the source of the information by building necessary technical mechanisms utilizing the recent advances in technology and their technical standards. The source of the information in this case is Infrastructure provider (IP) for providing
Switch-On/Off timing for various types of power sources and the consumed power. The source also includes inbuilt capability of each telecom equipment to assess and report the dynamic power consumption based on experienced traffic.

Adequate and immediate focus on achieving energy efficiency in the telecom network by following necessary Standards for measurements and metrics of energy efficiency, development of energy efficient technology building blocks, telecom products based on such building blocks and their adoption in the network under a national framework.

Access power generation at the Basestation sites is one major cause for escalated estimation of Carbon Emission in Indian Telecom Service provisioning that should be treated as separate problem to address. There should be a nationwide consolidation of the unutilized access power generated by IP for meeting the TSP requirement and a suitable policy should be formed for its utilization.

In order to provide adequate focus on the overall carbon emission reduction exercise, it would be necessary to set separate target of the carbon emission reduction for all the network segments separately.
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